Visual words are peculiar cognitive entities living under several and apparently conflicting requirements. Although behavioural studies have taught us just how flexible visual word representations are in the brain, the trivial fact that we can distinguish between anagrams demands that these representations somehow carry letter order. In this chapter we present a connectionist network developed so as to test a simple hypothesis on the character of the orthographic code: that its flexibility is a by-product of location invariance. We then illustrate a more explanatory aspect of the modelling approach to gain some insights into the kind of code used by this location invariant network -how it actually keeps track of letter order. Implications for the field of visual word recognition and future research are discussed.
Introduction
Reading a single word looks like a trivial and effortless thing, and yet the mechanisms that underlie visual word recognition are still unknown. From the Editor's foreword, one can appreciate that the modelling of visual processes -be it applied to generic object recognition or to face recognitionis an important theme in this volume. One window into visual representations has been provided by invariance. Since the mirror image of e.g. a cup is still a cup, it is reasonable to expect that neural representations for generic objects should be invariant with respect to mirror transformation -and for that matter also with respect to translation and rotation. Experimental studies have shown that this ideal expectation must be mitigated by our statistical experience of the environment. For instance turning upside-down an object that has a preferred side up hinders recognition, and the effect is even more pronounced for faces. 1 Invariance experiments have also manipu-lated constituent features, pointing in the case of faces to the importance of encoding not only local features, but also the global configuration between them.
Although these results can throw lights on the neural representations of objects and faces, visual words define a category of objects that further distinguishes itself at least in two immediate respects. For one thing in alphabetic languages words are built out of distinct and often disconnected letters which, for another, define an ordered set -e.g. anagrams "triangle" and "relating" have different meanings. Indeed visual words live at the intersection of different realms. They must carry order to provide a pathway to phonology and pronunciation, which is a sequential process, but are nevertheless visually displayed and usually recognised from a single ocular saccade a , 2 in what appears to be a parallel process -although this idea has been challenged. 3 What can invariance tell us about words? First, mirror images and rotations of word features are not generally invariant -consider letters "b" and "d", or "p" and "q". Because children come to read already expert on object recognition, these letters basically force the system to selectively unlearn some mirror and rotation symmetries so as to maintain separate representations. Indeed there is ample evidence that young writers make many mirror errors at the letter and even at the word level. 4 In fact although this situation improves with experience, recent priming studies suggest that even the skilled reader still uses a remarkably late and loose discrimination strategy for these letters. 5 Brain imaging studies have also been recently carried out with rotated words in the plane. 6 Here the evidence is that rotation severely disrupts what is thought to be a parallel reading pathway of expert readers, subserved by an occipito-temporal region known as the Visual Word Form Area, and forcing a serial reading strategy that recruits a more dorsal pathway in the intraparietal cortex. It therefore appears that mirror and rotation invariance are limited as far as word representations are concerned, although perhaps less so at the letter level.
But invariance also plays a role in a more general issue that has been called the "hard problem" of visual word recognition: how to transform retinal imprints of letters to a word-centered orthographic code that carries position-in-word information. 7 In other words, how does the system achieve location (translation) invariance without losing information about letter order? One hypothesis which is congruent with some of the previously a For skilled readers and words of up to seven letters.
reviewed findings for face recognition, is that this is achieved through the encoding of the global configuration between letters 8, 9 . The simplest global configuration strategy would consist in keeping track, for every letter, of its position relative to all others. At an extreme this could be achieved simply by registering whether a letter stands left or right of another. The global configuration code for the word TIME might then simply consist of a set of statements such as T is on the left of I, T is on the left of M, T is on the left of E, ..., M is on the left of E. In a connectionist model, this would amount to defining units that would activate only when such letters are present in the correct order. This is known as the Open-Bigrams scheme.
Open-Bigrams promise to explain another phenomenon: the flexibility of the orthographic code. In recent years masked priming experiments have revealed that some transformations of a letter string (say GARDEN) that would have been commonly regarded as major disruptions, such as repeated deletions (GRDN), insertions (GARXXXDEN) or transpositions (GAE-DRN), seem in fact to produce very similar codes (see Davis 10 for a recent survey and modelling study). The web of relationships defined by OpenBigrams would possess the right properties to account for masked priming data, as severe letter disruptions would still leave large parts of the web relatively unchanged. This is especially true when open-bigrams are implemented in a distributed way.
11 Although other schemes such as the overlap model or spatial coding can also explain these results, open-bigrams have received support from several recent brain studies. Neurons whose activities correlate with bigram frequency have been directly observed b , 12 and there is a well-known area in the brain devoted to string encoding, the Visual Word Form Area, 13 which appears to be organised in a hierarchy involving an open-bigram level.
14 In summary the orthographic code lives under tight, almost conflicting requirements: it must solve location invariance without losing letter order, and at the same time it should exhibit the distinct pattern of flexibility revealed by priming experiments. As we have seen one hypothesis is that the same scheme that solves location invariance would naturally produce flexibility -in other words flexibility would be a by-product of location invariance. In this paper we will first report how we used the connectionist modelling approach to test this hypothesis -what Stafford 15 describes as exploratory modelling. We will then describe another modelling aspect: understanding the scheme that has been found by the network in order to solve location invariance -an explanatory purpose. Finally we will indicate future directions in our attempts at breaking the orthographic code.
Does location invariance imply flexibility?
Given its significance in cognition generally speaking, it should come as no surprise to the reader that invariance also has a fine history in connectionist modelling, playing a crucial role almost from the inception of the field.
In fact invariance was first introduced as an argument against neural computation. In Minsky and Papert's famous Perceptron book, 16 the socalled "group invariance theorem" was instrumental in order to prove that perceptrons could not solve the X-or problem. This argument was later turned on this head to establish sufficient conditions on a feedforward network's connectivity that could guarantee any kind of invariance, for example invariance with respect to location. 17 Meanwhile the advent of the backpropagation algorithm 18 made it possible to address the question of how invariance could actually be learned in a multi-layered network: in particular Hinton showed that this learning algorithm could achieve satisfactory performances on a location invariance task. 19 Modified learning algorithms such as Tanprop 20 were also developed to enforce invariance to location or to any arbitrary transformation, although these algorithms required explicit prior knowledge of the invariant patterns to be learned. Other researchers have investigated how neural networks can learn to self-organise in order to achieve invariance.
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Recently and quite relevant to the present work, Shillcock and Monaghan trained a backpropagation network to map location-specific letters into a location independent representation of the same letters. 22 For example, the network would learn to associate patterns WITH##, #WITH# and ##WITH (in which # represent blanks) to the common output WITH coded as a given letter identity at each of four possible positions (slotcoding).
The network shown in Figure 1 (top) represents an adaptation of Shillcock and Monaghan's modelling strategy. Dandurand et al trained a standard multi-layer perceptron network to map location-specific letter identities onto location-invariant word representations. 23 Letter inputs and word outputs used localist codes (e.g. one word corresponds to exactly one unit in the network). The network was entirely feed-forward and consisted of an input layer of 260 units (26 letters x 10 locations), a single hidden layer of 91 units and an output layer of 1179 units (each corresponding to one English four letter word). Presentation of word e.g. TIME at central locations 4567 was achieved by setting the corresponding units to 1, while the other remained to 0. The signal was then propagated forward along connections whose weights w ji were initially set at random, and at each level every unit i computed its activity A i in the standard way, first by summing its incoming activity N et i = j w ji A j and then applying a sigmoid function
Backpropagation with momentum was used to train the network on all 1179 words until their corresponding output units reached a 0.99 activity threshold. It is useful to distinguish here between weak and strong forms of location invariance. Each word in the DGD network was presented at every possible location during training, and training stopped when each corresponding output unit was activated independently from the location at which the input had been presented. This defines a weak form of location invariance, as opposed to strong location invariance where not all words are seen at all locations during training, but the requirement on the target unit remains that its activation be above threshold across all locations c . Most studies in the literature have focused on weak location invariance, 22,24 although Hinton's previously mentioned investigation dealt with strong location invariance.
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Some of the network's features (feedforward architecture, input/output format, lexicon) might appear unrealistic considering how feedback is ubiquitous in the brain, how our best estimates based on single-cell studies clearly argue against localist representations d , and given that a typical English reader's lexicon numbers tens of thousands of words. But simplification is an essential part of the modelling endeavour 25, 26 and these simplifications were warranted considering the research question on which the authors focused. Indeed in order to investigate whether location invariance implied flexibility, the network was trained under two different regimes: input words presented at multiple locations or at single locations.
Dandurand et al. 23 considered two hallmarks of the flexibility observed in skilled readers: transposed-letter priming (TL) and relative-position priming (RP). TL priming covers the finding that primes obtained by transposing two letters in the target give more facilitation than those obtained by replacing two letters.
27-29 RP priming is the finding that primes obtained by removing or inserting some letters in the target while maintaining relative letter order are more effective than unrelated control primes. (DGD hereafter) maps location specific letter strings to location invariant word units through a hidden layer. 23 Letter inputs and word outputs (1179 English four letter words) are coded in a localist way (one unit for one entity). Training occurs in one of two regimes: word exemplars presented at multiple locations versus at a single location. Bottom: Transposition priming simulations. The network exhibits TL priming (for e.g. output unit TIME, a positive difference between the activity elicited for TMIE and for TXYE) only when trained at multiple locations.
results presented in Figure 1 (bottom) show the average activity obtained for all words in the lexicon on a transposition and double substitution (RP conditions are not reported here for lack of space). Priming in this simple network is construed as the difference of activation elicited in the target unit by the prime and the control. For instance, the network would be said to show TL priming for the word TIME if the corresponding output unit had more activity for input TMIE than for TXYE. In support of the hypothesis being tested, the network was able to reproduce TL and RP priming only in the multiple location regime (difference between left bars in Figure 1 , bottom). When training occurred at a single location the facilitation obtained for TL and RP primes diminished to the level of the control (difference between right bars in Figure 1 , bottom). This result might be intuitive considering that only in the multiple location regime was the network forced to acknowledge that a given letter seen at different locations on different occasions can be part of the same word. But although we have gained support for the idea that location invariance implies plausible flexible coding this leaves us with essentially no information as to the kind of coding scheme the network has developed, since many of them can accommodate TL and RP priming. For instance a letter-based account such as proposed in the overlap model 32 -where letter position-inword is encoded as a probability density function over all positions-could easily accommodate these results, as would an open-bigram scheme with its web of diadic relationships. As of today it has generally been very difficult to tease coding schemes apart on the sole grounds of experimental priming results. How then can we hope to gain insights into the inner workings of this network? The issue is particularly salient since this class of network implements what is certainly one of the simplest possible trained model of visual word recognition, and understanding how it operates would appear to be a prerequisite to the study of more plausible models.
What is the coding scheme used by the network?
Characterizing the nature of operations and representations in trained networks has generally been a challenge for connectionism, and backpropagation networks constitute the example par excellence. Because activity patterns produced by this algorithm are very often distributed, by definition they usually won't comply to any one-to-one unit/entity correspondence, and will put on tougher resistance to inquiry. Although it is true that connectionist models are generally more opaque than for instance probabilistic ones 33 this is not to say that we are powerless when it comes to understanding these networks, and multiple techniques have been developed along the years. In fact the kind of multilayered feedforward perceptron network we are interested in here has been under investigation for many years. It turns out that in some circumstances network knowledge can be usefully visualised, 34 or extracted as rules operating over symbols. 35 However these studies did not deal with location invariant tasks. On the other hand all previous work on location invariance in backpropagation networks aimed at characterizing network performances rather than network knowledge. 19, 22, 23 Therefore the way location invariance is achieved in backpropagation networks has been essentially unknown until recently, 36 and we now present some elements of answer. Before that, a brief word on representations. The term can be confusing because it has been used to refer sometimes to activity patterns and sometimes to weight patterns, two fundamentally distinct objects in the standard connectionist approach. 37 The former is supported by units and boils down to a vector of numbers while the latter is supported by connections and captured in a matrix of numbers. In this chapter we use the term "representation" in the first sense -for activity patterns supported by units-and when we refer to the information encoded in the connection weight matrices we will talk of network "knowledge". It is worth noting here that the dichotomy between vectors and matrices has once been argued to be a fundamental limitation which would always put for instance the compositional nature of language beyond the reach of connectionism
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-because language requires associations between representations (matrices) to also serve as new representations (vectors) in a higher clause. This is relevant to our study because Fodor and Pylyshyn's worry has been proved wrong in several ways, one of which goes under the name of "holographic reduced representations" 39 and plays a critical role in the understanding of the network at hand.
How is location invariance achieved in this network? To answer this question we scrutinised its hidden layer, asking which patterns emerged upon presentation of different inputs and what were their relationships.
36 First and foremost, hidden representations for words were found to be densely distributed: approximately half of the hidden units were activated above .5 for any word. One way to analyze densely distributed patterns is through clustering techniques, such as the k-means algorithm.
Applying k-means to hidden representations evoked by single letter inputs across locations, we found that the network had formed well-defined letter categories during training. Of the 26 clusters identified by k-means 17 clusters were perfectly defined and the remainder had very little errors: across all clusters the average proportion of exemplars from the same letter was 98%. Indeed as the multidimentional scaling plot in Figure 2 illustrates, hidden representations for exemplars of the same letter were very similar and tightly clustered together. However these letter representations were not completely invariant with respect to location: representations for letter exemplars seen at nearby locations were more similar. This can be appreciated in Figure 2 , where the gradient of gray stands for left-to-right locations, and points with the same shades of gray tend to be neighbours). We coined the term "semi-location invariant" to characterise the kind of letter representations achieved by this network.
Clustering analyses were then carried out for bigrams, with similar out- comes -exemplars of the same bigram clustered together. However bigrams seen during training clustered like bigrams that had not been seen, which is not what one would expect if the network had learned bigram knowledge. This was further supported by measurements showing that either shifting a bigram input by one location or simply transposing its letters produced hidden patterns that were equally distant to the original. Again this is the opposite of a prediction drawn from open-bigrams in which constituent letter order matters more than location. Taken together these analyses pointed to a decidedly letter-based scheme.
In fact using linear regressions we showed that any word pattern was well accounted for by a linear combination of its constituent letter patterns. That is, the pattern for TIME was found to be close to a simple weighted sum of the patterns for T, I, M and E. We then proceeded to emulate this code using a letter-based, linear and distributed code: holographic overlap coding. We have previously mentioned the historical motivation for holographic reduced representations. The technique developed by Plate 39 binds representations together using a circular convolution operator that leaves format unchanged -binding two vectors returns a vector, not a matrix. Building on a recent study that showed how this could be applied to string encoding, 36 we generated sets of letter and location vectors at random, and from then emulated the code for any arbitrary string using holographic operators. For instance the code for the word TIME seen at central locations was obtained in the following way:
Where l i are location vectors with gaussian values previously generated at random but correlated by location, ψ is a vector common to all strings, and ⊗ is the circular convolution operator defined on two vectors X and Y by (X ⊗Y ) i = 91 k=1 X k * Y (i−k)mod(91) . Addition of the common ψ vector was prompted by the fact that in the network two unrelated strings still had non-zero similarities.
Computing similarities between string patterns generated in this way uncovered a surprisingly strong and useful correspondence with the network. The upper plot in Figure 3 shows the correlation between DGD and holographic coding on 475 string pairs drawn from various conditions (between letters, between or within words, and between anagrams). All similarities were high and regularly placed along the diagonal: first the relatively weak similarities between words, followed by within-string similarities, then by high similarities between letters seen at different locations, and finally by similarities between anagrams. DGD and holographic codes coincided very precisely, with a correlation coefficient of 0.98. In other words, the similarity between two strings is essentially the same in the network and in the code. This has practical importance because while the former consists of more than 100 000 connections and 1000+ units and was trained for numerous epochs using a complex learning algorithm, the latter only uses 26 letter vectors and 10 location vectors and does not require training.
But despite its success, this code leaves us with a very pressing interpretation issue. Indeed it is not the case that upon presentation of input e.g. TIME the network computes hidden activity patterns for T, I, M and E before summing them all together, as apparently described in the holographic code. Instead the code for TIME is produced directly from three elements:
an input vector, a weight matrix (that registers connection weights between input and hidden layer), and an activation function. Any explanation for the coding scheme developed by this network should have something to say about these elements, and ideally it should articulate them explicitly.
Inspection of the input-to-hidden connection matrix pictured in Figure  3 (bottom) reveals an important fact about the network: the requirement for location invariance during training has produced a translation symmetry in network weights. That is, patterns in the matrix appear to repeat at regular intervals, every 26 locations. This translation symmetry is not entirely unexpected considering the previously mentioned theorem on invariance in feedforward networks, 17 which essentially states that under the assumption of closed layer topology, a sufficient condition for a given symmetry in network responses is that weights also follow this symmetry. But the present network does not conform to the somewhat implausible requirement on close layer topology, and it is not hand-wired. It is thus non-trivial that backpropagation has nevertheless driven network weights towards this particular solution. Crucially however, the translation symmetry achieved in this network is not perfect. This can be seen in Figure 3 (bottom) , where the weight matrix is divided in 10 large chunks of 26 columns each: chunks are not perfectly identical across the ten locations and nearby chunks are more similar than distant ones. Borrowing the term from physics where the concept has proved particularly useful, we will refer to this imperfect symmetry towards which the network has evolved as a "broken" translation symmetry in network weights.
When one further recalls that a single matrix column (one single vertical line in Figure 3 , bottom) represents 91 weights from a given input unit to the hidden layer, pieces of the puzzle begin to come together. What we really do when we bind a holographic letter vector to a holographic location vector is to emulate a column in the weight matrix. Holographic letter/location bindings and matrix columns have exactly the same format: they are 91-dimensional vectors with a gaussian distribution centered on zero. The large overlap between holographic location vectors corresponds to the slightly broken symmetry in network weights. The act of summing holographic bindings together is just like computing the net input of the hidden layer: four weight columns are "enabled" by the localist input vector and activation flows to hidden units where it is summed. The holographic code for e.g. TIME is really the net input vector of hidden layer unitswhat we might call the hidden net vector. Although the application of a sigmoid activation function that ensues in the network is simply not cap-tured by holographic codes, the fact that weights columns have a gaussian distribution centered on zero minimises discrepancies. This is because as a sum of weights centered on zero, most hidden net vector components are close to zero, where the sigmoid function happens to be close to linear.
With these insights in mind many phenomena in the network become clear. In particular we can now explain why exemplars of the same let-ter, bigram or any other string must cluster together: hidden net vectors produced by exemplars of a string are sums of more or less translated weight columns, which by virtue of the broken translation symmetry are very similar to one another. The same mechanism explains why location invariance implies flexibility: presenting a transposed prime or a relative position prime to the network boils down to using more or less translated weight columns, which will still give similar hidden net vectors and produce large activations in the target unit. On the contrary networks trained without invariance do not develop symmetrical weight columns: TL and RP primes are very disruptive because the weight columns being added do not overlap with those of the original. Given that this code is letter based and highly overlapping in nature, one might ask how the network still manages to distinguish between anagrams. Indeed the similarity between two centrally presented anagrams (for instance %%%TEAM%%% and %%%TAME%%%, crosses in Figure 3 , top), was found to be quite large although still very significantly lower than the similarity between one anagram and its shifted version (%%%TEAM%%% and %%%%TEAM%%, diamonds in Figure 3 , top). This suggests that despite large similarities in hidden layer representations, the network can make an efficient use of its set of hidden-to-output weights in order to distinguish between anagrams. In short what might be called our "meta-modelling" approach using holographic coding was able to shed light on the coding scheme developed in the network, uncovering in the process a surprisingly acute correspondence. The main finding is that this backpropagation network solves the problem of location invariance by an overlapping and letter-based scheme that relies on broken symmetries in connection weights, a coding scheme that displays some hallmarks of the flexibility observed in humans.
Discussion and future directions
What are we to make of these results -how important are they for the field of visual word recognition? For instance can we conclude that the root of human orthographic flexibility is location invariance? Or that humans solve location invariance by way of a letter-based, overlapping coding scheme? Would answering "no" to the second question change our answer to the first?
To a large extent answering these questions requires to assess the importance of various elements in our modelling approach, such as input format, training base, network structure or learning algorithm. A brute-force strategy would be to systematically vary these elements and verify how results hold, but one can immediately see that the landscape of possibilities is daunting. Instead, one might resort to such guides as parsimony (which aspects of the model can be dispensed with?) or integrating more constraints from the behavioural and/or neural levels. As for parsimony one might wonder whether a network without a hidden layer would still be able to account for these results. Dandurand et al. 40 showed that removing the hidden layer leads to failure on a basic word-non word discrimination task, where the original network succeeds. As for integrating new constraints we have now gathered evidence that improving on the number and lengths of words in the lexicon, or introducing more plausible letter visibility differences in the input, leaves the results presented here essentially unchanged. Taken together these investigations lend support to the notion that at least in these respects, the network studied in this chapter makes just the right simplifications.
However from a neural point of view one could argue that some constraints on connectivity should be acknowledged. Although connectionism does not claim any direct correspondence between single units and connections on the one hand, and single neurons and synapses on the other, it certainly is informed by the neural level and does posit some correspondence at some level of integration. Unit activations are usually construed as average activation rates among neural populations, and connections as the aggregated effect of synapses coming from inhibitory or excitatory neurons. Now as mentioned earlier the VWFA is a well circumscribed region in the brain that subserves the kind of location invariance string encoding we have studied, and it is thought to be connected in the same general way as the ventral visual pathway -hierarchically, and with limited receptive fields at any level. Would such modifications change anything to the coding scheme used in the network? We speculate they would.
For instance, one could design the network so that rather than "seeing" the entire input array, each hidden unit could only see a small window of two input locations. Then all other things being equal, a limited number of hidden units would be active for any word, and by construction each hidden unit activation would only depend on the activation of two contiguous letters, not four. During training many different bigrams would come to be seen at any two contiguous input locations, and we would then expect backpropagation to try and assign maximally distant activation values to the hidden unit these project to. Hidden units would then code for location specific and contiguous bigrams. Therefore location invariance would not obtain in the hidden layer itself: contrarily to the original network, exemplars sufficiently far away in the input layer would have completely orthogonal representations because they would not even activate the same hidden units. This would make the location invariant word recognition task more complicated to solve for the network, and adding more levels to the hierarchy might be in order. Each new layer in the hierarchy would simultaneously increase grain size and location invariance of the code, simplifying the task. Units in upper layers would end-up coding for location invariant letter combinations, and presumably those that are particularly informative in the language environment. Exemplars of the same word could then eventually activate a set of location invariant units coding for possibly noncontiguous letters in the word.
Although the above arguments hint that limited RFs and a more complex hierarchy would change the coding scheme, it is unclear whether it would jeopardise the result that location invariance implies flexibility, or for that matter the correspondence with holographic representations. It is possible that relying on a more coarse-grained code would in fact diminish the difference in flexibility observed across training regimes: this is because part of the flexibility would come from coding for letter combinations, and this does not depend on the regime but on network structure. Likewise the correspondence with holographic representations is not guaranteed to hold, but by design holographic representations can be composed in arbitrarily large structures that can be made as sparse as needed, and it is conceivable that representations in each layer of the hierarchy could correspond to levels in holographic structures. However for the correspondence to hold every new hidden layer would need to have the same format, and net inputs should not deviate significantly from a distribution centered on zero. In summary we think that making this network connectivity more plausible could completely modify the coding scheme, although it would not necessarily change the result that invariance implies flexibility, or that these networks can be usefully understood at the holographic level.
Finally it should be noted here that the idea to train a hierarchical network with limited RFs to perform location invariance is not new and has been explored both in the supervised and the unsupervised case. Mozer 41 successfully trained a six layer feedforward network with backpropagation on a location invariant object recognition task. However the algorithm was supplemented by the authors who enforced invariance "by hand" during learning. The unsupervised alternative is provided by Visnet, 24 which is trained on a modified version of the hebb rule that integrates a memory trace. This network uses a very similar architecture except that it uses lateral inhibition within each layer. None of these hierarchical, limited RF alternatives for location invariant recognition has yet been applied to visual words e and this research path is now under investigation.
Conclusion
In this chapter we have presented some work aimed at understanding the way humans represent written language. We have used the connectionist framework, and tried to introduce the unfamiliar reader along the way to some of the recurring strengths and issues of the field. We have also illustrated exploratory and explanatory instances of the modelling approach, and some new results obtained in the latter might have been of some interest to the expert connectionist. Finally taken together these studies show us how invariance can inform visual word recognition, and how it has been and continues to be a valid insight for cracking the orthographic code.
